Dominos

If you don’t have any dominos, make your own!

Print out the accompanying sheets. Print them on cardstock or thick paper if you can. If you want even thicker/stronger dominos, try gluing these onto cardboard and cutting them out.

Domino games

Traditional dominos

For 2-4 players

To start: Put all the dominos face down on the table. Each player draws 7 dominos (2 player game) or 5 dominos (3-4 player game), keeping them secret from the other players.

To Play: The first player puts down 1 domino face up on the table. The next player must place a domino that matches one end of the first domino played. This continues with each player placing a domino matching the end of another domino in play. (See example below).

When you do not have a matching domino, draw dominos from the stock until you draw one that can be played. If all the dominos are gone, you miss that turn.

Ending the game: The first player to place all their tiles wins.

*You can also play cooperatively, working together to place all tiles as quickly as possible.*

Domino stacking

Place all the dominos upright in a line, not touching but close together. Then push the first domino and watch the whole line fall. For an extra challenge, try making a pattern with your stack!